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ABSTRACT

Background Peer support workers are an important addition to the mental healthcare profession. However, much of the literature and knowledge of the peer support role is derived from western countries. This concept is relatively new in Asian countries.

Aims The study sought to improve the understanding of the barriers and facilitators of peer support work in a large psychiatric hospital in Singapore.

Methods This study used qualitative data from a larger mixed-methods study. Thematic analysis was conducted based on the five steps recommended by Braun and Clarke (2006): (1) familiarisation of data whereby transcripts were read and reread, (2) generating initial codes, (3) searching for themes by gathering relevant codes, (4) reviewing themes and (5) defining and naming themes.

Results Four subthemes under the broader notion of facilitators (supportive figures, defined role, opportunities for personal growth and identifying personalised coping strategies) and three subthemes under the concept of barriers (unclear role, hostility from non-peer-support-specialist staff and unsustainable working environments) were identified.

Conclusion Our findings echoed those of previous studies conducted in western countries providing some evidences for the cross-cultural nature of these barriers and facilitators. However, the way their impact can be mitigated or enhanced is likely to be different owing to cultural barriers, such as the general consensus and acceptance of larger personal recovery ideologies. Further research is required in community settings to better understand the boundaries and limitations of our findings. This information will allow us to continue improving peer support worker integration in diverse mental healthcare settings.

INTRODUCTION

Western mental healthcare systems have increasingly acknowledged and adopted recovery-oriented care models. In 1999, the era’s zeitgeist was perfectly captured in The Surgeon General’s landmark report on the importance of redefining and re-envisioning mental healthcare.1 New care models differentiated themselves from their predecessors in multiple ways. One significant difference was the greater inclusion of people with lived experience of mental illness in service development and provision. The manifestation of such a movement was the utilisation of people with lived experience as formal service providers (ie, peer support workers). This new type of service provider leveraged their unique experiences to support others who may be experiencing similar situations.2–4

These newly minted mental health professionals were eventually integrated into a number of services in various mental healthcare settings, such as to support people with mental health conditions5, severe mental illnesses6 and substance use issues.7 Systematic reviews8–12 supported these individual findings and demonstrated the effectiveness of integrating peer support workers into larger care teams. As a result of the benefit they bring to multidisciplinary care models, they have been integrated into community mental health teams13,14 and supported employment teams15, where their presence is counted towards increased programme fidelity.

However, the enactment of these novel peer support roles was accompanied by barriers. These barriers emerged as the discipline evolved and became the focus of scientific enquiry. A review of recovery-oriented practices in hospital settings identified resistance in mental healthcare systems, which maintained a biomedical approach to care, fostered negative attitudes to the concept of recovery and excluded consumers during the development of services.16 The institutionalisation of the peer support role and resulting dilution of essential peer support tasks have led to a lack of role clarity in some cases,17 and by role restriction in other cases their activities must conform with existing care mandates.17,18 Other barriers include the lack of professional development and career advancement opportunities, which hinder sustainability and development.19,20

It is noteworthy that much of the peer support research originated in western...
countries as the recovery movement stemmed from them, except for Hong Kong, which adopted peer support roles in the early 2010s.21 22 Even China and India, the two largest countries in Asia, have only recently begun to explore the feasibility of peer support work within their respective cultural contexts.5 14 This lack of development raises concerns about whether existing literature and knowledge are sufficient to inform the successful implementation of peer support services in Asian contexts.

Certain cultural differences are likely to influence the way in which peer services are implemented and adopted. Notably, because of the more substantial social stigma and lack of literacy surrounding mental health concerns that characterise some Asian settings, the idea of including a former service user in formal mental healthcare processes may be resisted. Furthermore, a scoping review on personal recovery experiences in Asia highlighted the lack of recovery-oriented literature in the Asian context and the need for more culturally grounded lenses to be applied when examining the concept of personal recovery in such a diverse region.23 Hence, this study’s goal was to identify barriers and facilitators to a peer support role in Singapore’s only tertiary psychiatric hospital, thereby filling a gap in the literature relating to peer support work in Singapore and South East Asia.

METHODS

We used qualitative data collected as part of an overarching quasi-experimental mixed-methods study designed to explore the impact and implementation of peer support work within the Institute of Mental Health (IMH). The larger study assessed the impact of peer support work on the mental health of service users, the attitudes of service providers and the work-life experiences of peer support specialists (PSSs). This study used data obtained as part of that latter component to fulfill its objectives. To guide this study’s reporting, we used the Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research checklist.24 Before the study began, ethics approval was obtained. Participants gave written informed consent during the first interview; verbal consent was sought and given before each subsequent interview to ensure participants were not feeling coerced to follow up.

Setting

This study is hosted within IMH where, prior to PSS certification, certain departments such as the addiction clinic, first-episode psychosis ward and mood disorder unit, had already begun using PSSs as part of their care processes, most notably in mutual support groups. In 2016, a tripartite alliance of institutes in Singapore consisting of the National Council for Social Services, the Singapore Association of Mental Health and IMH introduced a formal PSS training and certification course. Although the idea of peer support work predated this initiative, this course was the first in Singapore to develop and aim for the sustained incorporation of certified PSSs in the country’s mental healthcare network. People who received this training experienced some form of mental health challenge but tended to be further along their recovery journey. The course covered fundamentals of service provision, as well as peer support-specific roles, such as crafting narratives, managing their dual role as service user and provider and managing the pressures of working in a team.

In 2017, IMH began investing greater efforts to better integrate PSSs into several departments such as psychosocial rehabilitation, emergency services, case management, community-based services, occupational therapy and inpatient/outpatient clinics. The diverse programmes into which they were implemented led to a diversity of roles, but each PSS retained at their professional core that the idea of using lived experience to support those who were currently experiencing mental illness. They all have direct roles to support service users and only engage in administrative duties insofar as required to document their activities (completing case notes). To maximise their impact, PSSs were placed in departments or programmes similar but not identical to their personal service use experience. Consequently their experiences resemble those of their service users. Currently, IMH has the largest single employment pool of PSSs with 18 members as of December 2020.

Sampling

To be eligible for our study, people had to be working in a peer support role at our institute. By extension, they met the institute’s criteria for employment as a PSS. These criteria included completion of PSS certification, as per course mentioned above, and a period of stability (defined as the absence of relapse which required hospitalisation) lasting a year or more. Additionally, they were formally employed by IMH as salaried employees and worked under the hospital’s formal treatment framework.

People were ineligible if they had yet to complete their 3-month probationary period or if they were hired at the hospital before 2017. This decision was taken because prior to 2017, the organisational culture differed and PSSs were ad hoc employees.

We interviewed a final sample of 10 PSSs, as 7 did not meet the participation requirements and 1 declined participation. The enrolment flowchart is presented in figure 1.

Interview process

Participants participated in three individual interviews between April 2019 and April 2020, separated by 4-month gaps (baseline, 4 months and 8 months). The interviews lasted a mean (SD) of 63 (20) min. Baseline interviews focused on getting to know the PSSs and their recovery journey. We also inquired extensively about how and why they became a formal PSS. The second and third interviews focused on their service provision experiences within the hospital. We relied on a theoretical framework based on PSS service fidelity from a previous study25 to guide the interview. This framework included all the
elements essential to high-fidelity PSS implementation allowing the interview to cover the full range of essential activities. The same interviewer, the senior author, conducted all interviews one-on-one, which accelerated the rapport building across time points and provided more safety for participants to openly share their views. Following each interview, the interviewer generated field notes and reflections to capture key thoughts and ideas that required developing in subsequent interviews.

Reflexivity
We acknowledge and recognise the possibility of confirmation bias, which may lead the team to focus on favourable results, supporting the PSS programme’s continued implementation in its present iteration. We are also aware of the tendency to attend more to positive stories, which might mask valuable information about potential improvement. To address this issue, we were sensitive to stories that began with ‘everything is fine’ and made specific efforts to probe deeper into the challenges people faced. We specifically devoted additional time to drawing out content from participants who were not immediately forthcoming with the challenges they encountered. However, we were also aware of the potential to stray into interrogatory modes of questioning and sought a balance between extracting information and respecting the information participants wished to volunteer. It should also be noted that none of the researchers involved had vested interests in the success or failure of the movement in the hospital, even if we all had an interest in the recovery movement in "general, and neither was the interviewer in a managerial position with the organisation. Hence, we are confident that the participants were truthful and transparent, and we have not identified any potential reasons for PSSs to skew or hide any responses. For transparency, two other manuscripts use the same dataset.18 26

Data analysis
We transcribed and coded the interviews using NVivo V.11.27 Grammatical corrections were made to the quotes presented below, which were initially transcribed verbatim. Interview transcripts were coded independently by the first and senior author. We took direction from Braun and Clarke’s recommendations for conducting a thematic analysis while conducting our analyses. This process comprised five phases: (1) familiarisation of data whereby transcripts were read and reread, (2) generating initial codes, (3) searching for themes by gathering relevant codes, (4) reviewing themes and (5) defining and naming themes. Throughout the analysis, we coded the transcripts around two macro-categories, namely boundaries and facilitators, and subthemes were formed based on relevant codes. Constant discussion occurred after the initial inductive coding phases as the two coders/authors continuously refined the respective subthemes. This allowed interviews to be adjusted to query the soundness of the themes we were developing. We relied on principles of primacy and frequency to assign importance to codes. For example, barriers that surfaced immediately when people were asked about their challenges (primacy) were given more weight than those that emerged further along in the discussion. Barriers that appeared more frequently were also given more weight than those mentioned infrequently. We balanced these two principles to arrive at a list of barriers and facilitators that were supported by evidence and represented the greatest number of participant experiences.

RESULTS
We interviewed 10 PSSs (six women, four men) who had a mean (SD) age of 30 (6.2) years experienced various
diagnoses such as schizophrenia, depression, bipolar disorders, addiction disorders and obsessive-compulsive disorders. The ethnicity of the participants reflected that of the Singapore population, including Chinese, Malay and Indian. All scheduled interviews were completed, and none of the PSSs were admitted during the follow-up period or within their year preceding employment as a PSS in the hospital. One participant left his job, and his last interview session was not audio recorded according to his wishes.

We identified four subthemes under facilitators (supportive figures, defined role, opportunities for personal growth and identifying personalised coping strategies) and three subthemes under barriers (unclear role, hostility from non-PSS staff and unsupportive working environments).

**Facilitators**

**Supportive figures**

Non-peer staff, in particular, supportive team supervisors and working partners were vital to ensuring that PSSs felt supported during challenging times at work and provided them with greater autonomy over what they were allowed to do. Furthermore, having their support ensured that PSSs could secure various resources, such as locations to conduct their support sessions or materials for use in the sessions.

I think my partner did a great job to support my intro to the team. It’s like she did a lot of chasing for me, like getting my id tag done, and my access. Yeah, so it’s like she’s kind of my guardian for that first maybe one or two months. So I was quite well adjusted like to the team and all that. She takes care of me very well and I think that really helps when there is a pair, when we have a pair in the unit. (50001)

There were days where I really didn’t want to get to work because of that, and no matter how hard I pushed myself. So having a supervisor and reporting officer who’s very understanding of that was I think, monumental in me carrying on with what I’m doing. (50002_2)

So when I ask for help, I mean the ward manager was very helpful and helped us do a lot of stuff. For example, a cabinet key, I just need somewhere to put my stuff for example. So we just keep asking. Because I don’t know who to ask so we keep asking maybe the wrong people, in the end I found the ward manager and she gave us a cabinet key which solved a lot of problem. (50006)

They also doubled up as mediators to ease tensions between PSSs and non-peer staff by explaining both parties’ perspectives and allowing them to find common ground and a shared understanding of how to function as an effective team.

I think lots of supervision, good supervision from a supervisor helps, to see things from their perspective, from a clinician’s perspective, from a doctor’s perspective, a CM’s perspective, and taking that in to account but yet at the same time, not discounting the effort they have done. (50004)

…is also understanding what are the different… what the other roles are looking for as well, what is the case manager looking for, what will be important to a case manager, what will be important to a doctor, what will be important to like a OT. So after knowing that, I kind of know how to frame the information, thinking about it like “oh yeah, this might be helpful” so I kind of pen it down, maybe write some suggestions. (50005)

**Defined role**

Gaining clarity and a better understanding of their role provided PSSs more confidence in carrying them out successfully. It also allowed for the formation of much-needed boundaries and helped them coexist harmoniously with non-peer staff, improving professional relationships between all parties involved.

I think even before we start the work or anything, that has to be established, if like “what role am I playing, I’m a peer support specialist, I’m not a patient anymore”. That has to be talked about, even before a person starts his work. I think that would help really make the role very clear that whatever session … I think it’s just really the boundaries, really draw the lines very clearly, where we’re coming in from. (50005)

I make it quite clear, when I have my follow-up consultation, I try not to talk about work, but he’s the one who keep asking me about work. So he’ll ask me how’s your work at the department. So I’ll say okay, I’ll tell him. But there’s a difference between what I told him in a consultation room vs what I told him as a staff. (50006)

At times, this involved creating a role, when none existed, within existing multidisciplinary teams and determining the boundaries, scope of service and administrative procedures. This process was done in partnership with other mental health professionals.

So we have let’s say for a support group, for us we have created procedures and processes on how to go about running the group, what is the intention of the group, if safety is something that is important for the group, how do we ensure safety. If issues are being raised up in the group among the peers, how do we address it, all that. so we look into processes, and we evaluate, you know, is the process and procedure effective in what we want to accomplish. (50004)

I kind of feel that if we make ourselves productive, and not just sit back and wait till people ask you if you can do things, I don’t think we need to wait till then, there are a lot of things to do, at least on my side, because there are a lot of duties other than PSS
bound work, even administrative duties which need to be done, and since a PSS is a support role, I guess we can support any other discipline or any other type of work in whatever way that we can. (50007_3)

Opportunities for personal growth and finding meaning
All our participants shared a desire to receive more training and professional development opportunities specific to their PSS role. However, there were existing courses, conferences and workshops that they could attend within their respective departments.

So other skills, for me I think specifically it would be good for me to…something that I really am interested in is micro counselling skills, yeah… that’s something that has been… we’ve been talking about because that would be good. Another one would be motivational speaking skills to add on. The third one would be group facilitation, because as group numbers get bigger it gets more challenging, and I run groups alone, I don’t have another person to run groups with me. (50002)

Interviewer: But do you go for the courses that they have here? IMH, sort of the generic courses they might have? Participant: Generic will be like the heartsaver and all that. I’m going for motivational interviewing next week, so I’m not sure how. It’s different because I think if it’s a course that’s specific for peer support specialist it’s very catered for us, the way how we do, the peer support element and all that, but if it’s like the generic one is… it’s not that they’re not good, but I will hope they will have something for the peer support. (50001_2)

They also voiced the need for meaningful work and feelings of personal growth to sustain their motivation as PSSs. These moments of change occurred mostly through introspection or periods of reflection when they stopped and took stock of their journey as PSSs thus far.

My supervisor wholeheartedly has a trust that I’m capable of doing my job, which is something I feel is… you know, very important to not only help a peer support specialist grow, but it also gives you the avenue then to explore other possibilities. (50002)

But then it is also a process of sowing seeds, it’s also inviting the idea of recovery and also like… and all that is meaningful to me and rewarding, because I get to do that… I felt that many other jobs didn’t give the same meaning and purpose, the way this job has. (50004)

Identifying personalised coping strategies
Lastly, finding suitable operating methods that worked for them within the circumstances they were placed into, and identifying relevant coping techniques to buffer from stressors in their lives, would help them sustain their well-being and allowed them to continue providing PSS services.

So after I got back to work, something that I felt was very essential to do was to revisit something called a wellness action plan which was done in the beginning with my clinical supervisor, and that was basically to identify when I’m doing well and when I’m not doing well at work. (50002_2)

I think for myself, I think I just had people to go to, to process some of these emotions. So whenever I heard these stories about like hearing these experiences from my peers, I really made it a point to say that if I really felt bad about it or any uncomfortable emotions, I will go process it with someone, so whether it’s like colleagues or my friends, just talk about my uncomfortable feelings. (50005)

I would prefer to look at it (the work) as a positive kind of pressure, to make me improve and not get unwell. It sort of like a good kind of pressure for me to better and get better and better and not sort of relapse. (50008)

Barriers
Unclear role
Perhaps the most salient barrier, all the PSSs mentioned, in some form or another, was the lack of clear direction and role boundaries regarding the role they were meant to play in their respective teams. They grappled with this uncertainty and for some of them, being the pioneer batch of PSSs meant having to build a foundation of expectations about what PSS work entailed. This confusion was also further complicated when their supervisors were not familiar with the notion of PSS.

But my experience being in the practicum as the first, or one of the few new PSS that is going into an organization or department, it’s going to get chaotic. Because half the time, you don’t know what you’re supposed to be doing exactly, the supervisor doesn’t know what he’s supposed to be doing exactly, and it seems like there’s just two confused people coming together trying to make things work. (50004)

Like what you mentioned about the clarity of the role. I think when we first came in, me and my fellow colleagues, we didn’t really know how we fit into the system. So it seems like, even now we’re doing a bit of everything. (50005)

Confusion surrounding the boundaries of the PSS role also led to tension between PSSs and their non-peer colleagues. Particularly, overlaps or similarities in responsibilities were often highlighted or viewed as a threat.

But in my first year the first year was a bit of a whirlwind, you know, there was a lot of learning that happened and it was just trying to put the pieces together in the beginning. (50004)

We will discuss our challenges that we have with our clients but on top of that we also talk about, grey areas like, sometimes I will ask her “I’m not sure if I’m actually stepping the boundaries of the case managers or social worker”, or “am I doing this thing right?” (50001)
Sometimes staff might feel that we are overshadowing or we’re overpowering them, maybe they feel a bit threatened. (50007)

Furthermore, owing to the nature of the PSS role, there were times when PSSs ended up being colleagues with non-peer staff who had previously been part of their mental health team. This circumstance led to dissonance and difficulty in adapting to a new partnership paradigm, and there often were no guidelines on how they should be interacting with each other.

The most challenging part is sometimes getting used to the idea that “oh my family therapist kind of person is now my supervisor”. The idea that “oh my case manager last time now sits opposite to me at work”. Like the brain needs to take a while to even get used to like what’s going on. (50004)

At first it was quite difficult to figure it out, the mixing of roles, like my psychologist treated me and I’m now working with him. But it takes a bit of time to get used to it, to feel that actually I can now help people that once. (50008)

While policies exist to reduce the chance that a PSS works with a former service provider, the fluid nature of staff positions means that despite not working in a ward in which they had been treated, PSSs may encounter staff that have transitioned to other roles.

Hostility from non-PSS staff

Many of our participants also reported facing some form of perceived hostility, at times bordering on discrimination from non-PSS staff. For example, one PSS shared how a former service provider suggested that she not provide services to others, as she was once a service user herself.

…even to the point where I got a nasty remark by one of the nurses and this was a nurse I knew from previously, for a long time. She said something nasty to me, something like “you shouldn’t be here, you shouldn’t be like here”. I was like, “wow okay I’m just trying to do my job here and I hear a comment like that”, and from someone who I actually knew before so it was really hard to deal with. (50002)

Such experiences were not uncommon as other PSSs also shared similar negative feelings when providing input during multidisciplinary team meetings. They described needing to be extra careful not to offend anyone when they offered their opinions.

I think one of the challenges that comes out during that setting is that when we don’t deliver in a way that is easy to listen and accept for people, they get too defensive, they take it personally and it make it seems as if “oh, you’re trying to tell me to do my job” or “you’re telling me I’m not doing my job” you know, but it’s not what we intend. (50004)

I still feel it’s a bit hard, because most of the people they come from a professional kind of perspective. So it’s a bit hard to fit in, really fit in in terms of the discussion because I don’t really know how to provide my inputs to them. Because It’s just me, one against all the professionals, so sometimes I might feel a bit like soft, more soft-spoken compared to them. (50008)

Beyond the overt forms of hostility, subtler issues included being excluded from office chat groups. Some participants also noticed that non-peer staff were more welcoming of new non-peer staff than PSSs.

So I didn’t think that much of that until about 6 months later when I go to the multidisciplinary team then they include me into the whatsapp group, then I realized that every single new staff that comes in, even if they are a new intern, they get into the whatsapp group. Then I realize that “oh, that’s what’s going on”. (50006)

Sometimes, it’s hard for others to sometimes accept… how could they work with an addict? Some cannot accept it. Because being an addict is really a big stigma, a big stigma. It’s worse, in my own opinion, it could be worse than those who are suffering from mental illnesses, because in many instances, in the Asian context, people find that being a drug addict is not a disease, you choose to be an addict, nobody force you to take the drug. (50003)

Unsupportive working environments

Although interpersonal relationships did cause some discomfort to PSSs, at times, certain practices or normative behaviours also hindered the practical introduction of peer support-focused mode of mental health support.

I thought that was a little bit sad, because it kind of cuts off the option who may want to join groups but they can only join my group if they are referred through a psychologist. Because there were some people who were interested to join my group but they were not seeking psychotherapy services here. (50002)

Participants also faced challenges while starting programmes or carrying out certain services because of multiple bureaucratic barriers. These challenges gave the participants the impression of mistrust towards PSSs.

…I still need to go through like my supervisor or like department head, the person in charge, to say whether it’s okay or not okay, and why is it okay or not okay. So I still have to go through that level. But the western idea of co-production right, is just you and me, we come together, brainstorm, everything together from scratch, execute it and we run with it, that’s it, we don’t need to seek a second opinion about a non PSS, a high profess… I mean if we do it’s great, you have greater insights, but not as a capacity of “I give the green light, no, I don’t give the green light,
Their working environment and the institute’s siloed structure also hindered their ability to operate across various departments, something that may be essential to continuity of care.

**DISCUSSION**

**Main findings**

The barriers we identified were quite similar to previous findings on PSS work implemented within hospital settings despite the differences in cultures. For example, a systematic review revealed that organisational culture and its issues were a significant hindrance when integrating them within care teams. Our study yields similar results as the three barriers which we identified (unclear role, hostility from non-peer staff and unsupportive working environments), were primarily because of the organisations’ pre-existing culture (ie, greater emphasis on a biomedical perspective). Addressing these barriers could lead to more changes to existing frameworks and protocols to introduce more recovery-oriented and collaborative strategies.

In Singapore, however, the PSS role remains a novel concept and in its developmental stages. From our study, it was evident that other mental healthcare professionals often did not know or understand much about the role. At times, our participants even felt that healthcare professionals rejected the notion that someone with a mental health condition should provide services to others, echoing social and cultural opinions of people with mental illness held by service providers in Singapore and in Asia in general. Hence, these beliefs lead to wide-ranging disagreements on various aspects such as how the role should evolve, concerns raised by other mental healthcare professionals on the inclusion of PSSs within the system and how effective PSSs are as formal care professionals. Such debates will continue to hinder the progress towards removing some of the barriers that exist.

Existing attitudes can be challenging to modify and culturally difficult to shift. For example, one PSS mentions how ‘... in the Asian context, people find that being a drug addict is not a disease, you choose to be an addict, nobody force you to take the drug’, which caused people around him to still view him negatively as a former substance user despite now being a formal mental health professional. These ingrained belief systems severely impact their credibility and integration within a larger mental health workforce. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that some researches have highlighted how greater exposure to working with peers or including them in various departments, something that may be essential to continuity of care.

The facilitators we found (supportive figures, defined roles, opportunities for growth and personalised coping strategies) were also in line with previous studies, adding credence to our findings and the generalisability of these factors integral to the well-being and motivation of PSSs. Notably, they need to be supported on an organisational level in providing adequate and relevant training opportunities to improve their capacity as PSSs. For example, developing leadership pathways could further involve PSS in an organisation’s various operations. However, certain factors, such as managing a dual relationship and addressing potential stigmatisation owing to their mental health experiences, need to be considered (see the study by Jenkins and colleagues for the full list they identified).

A particular finding not commonly observed in other studies was that our participants each had a unique coping method, ranging from talking to their families to relying on other activities such as engaging in their hobbies. This demonstrates congruence with the uniqueness of the notion of recovery within which they are trained as PSSs. Leveraging these findings, we could turn our attention to training PSS supervisors to adequately engage and support them in identifying personalised coping strategies and techniques to maintain their well-being and motivation to continue providing services as PSSs. This would also further enhance the connectedness and supportive potential observed in another of our facilitator themes, ‘supportive figures’.

**Limitations**

Our study has limitations. Notably, our sample of PSSs came from the pool of PSSs who were operating within IMH. Community-based PSSs may have very different experiences as the challenges and scope of their roles may vary significantly between agencies.

Another possible limitation concerns the PSS-specific theoretical framework we used to approach the topic. The implementation literature is extensive and treating PSSs as a generic workforce without special consideration for their peculiar dual role might have led us to select a different implementation framework. Such a framework might have returned different barriers that align with the implementation literature. It is possible that an entirely theoretical inductive approach could lead to new results that are culture specific. However, arguing for such a ground-up approach may be difficult given the similarities that exist within the concepts of recovery and the parallel execution of PSS services and medical services in general.

A final limitation concerns generalisability. Because of our isolated sample and the fact that IMH is Singapore’s only tertiary psychiatric hospital, we are unsure how generalisable our findings may be to other mental health settings in non-psychiatric hospitals. However, our results largely echo those previously documented in the literature, suggesting that there may be generalisability, even cross-culturally. Future studies can expand on our findings by exploring barriers and facilitators to integrating PSSs in community-based settings where the PSS role and activities may be quite different from a hospital setting. Complementing this study in such a way
would also allow better recommendations to be put forth to facilitate continuity of care in setting where the PSS role may extend beyond the institutional setting, straddling community and hospital services.

Implications
Being the first study in Singapore to examine various barriers and facilitators to implementing peer support programmes in a mental health setting, we hope that our findings will generate more conducive dialogue on changes that need to be made to existing policies and operation frameworks. These difficult conversations are especially important in Asian cultures where hierarchy, tradition and culture are deeply interwoven with mental healthcare systems and policies that need to be addressed over the course of PSS integration efforts. For example, knowing the barriers to peer work, measures can be introduced to mitigate their impact. Implementing an introductory course to the recovery movement and peer workers’ roles could be a good step to improve PSS working environments. Increasing their legitimacy through certification may not be enough and efforts need to be made to help existing staff acknowledge and embrace PSS as another type of mental health professionals. Additionally, the facilitators we identified could be enhanced by introducing more relevant courses to PSSs. This would ensure that they can develop professionally and legitimise the PSS role as a formal mental health profession with its relevant development pathways and career trajectories.

CONCLUSION
Peer support workers are an integral component of recovery-oriented mental health institutions. Our study provides insight into the barriers and facilitators of PSS work within a tertiary psychiatric hospital setting in a multi-ethnic Asian country. Our results would benefit from corroboramation from future studies in community settings. This would provide a more holistic picture of factors that impact the work of PSSs across healthcare settings. As the peer support movement continues to grow in Singapore, additional efforts are necessary to ensure we gain a better understanding of how to support PSSs and facilitate their wider sustained integration.
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